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Open data means that anyone can freely access, use, modify, and 
share the data for any purpose
Open data can be used by anyone as components in 
any product, service, application or website 
The possibilities of open data are endless! By combining 
data from different sources, you can create solutions to a 
myriad of challenges - or you can become better equipped to 
tell alternative stories based on data. This way data can help 
you pose questions that makes a case for an urgent issue or 
sparks discussion. 

You can start exploring data with a specific need in 
mind, a question, a challenge, a good idea or curiosity
A question is a good starting point for exploring your data – it 
makes you focused and helps you detect interesting patterns 
in the data. Understanding for whom your question is 
interesting will also help you define the audience you need to 
work for, and will help you to shape your story. E.g. ‘How 
often does the sun shine in my hometown?’ to ‘How does my 
government spend its money? And where do they get it 
from?’

Keep your eyes open for unexpected patterns
Whether you begin with a question or not, you should always 
keep your eyes open for unexpected patterns, unusual 
results, or anything that surprises you. Often, the most 
interesting stories aren’t the ones you were looking for.

The possibilities of open data are endless! 

By combining data from different sources, you can create solutions to a 
myriad of challenges - or you can become better equipped to tell 
alternative stories based on data. 

The definition of open data
When data is open it simply means that anyone can freely 
access, use, modify, and share the data for any purpose 
(subject, at most, to requirements that preserve provenance 
and openness). What this means is that open data - and 
open content in general – can be freely used, modified, and 
shared by anyone for any purpose (source 
http://opendefinition.org/).

Source: Dataproces
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Golf balls are an example of data
What can we say about these? They are golf balls, right? So 
one of the first data points we have is that they are used for 
golf. Golf is a category of sport, so this helps us to put the 
ball in a taxonomy. But there is more to them. We have the 
colour: “white”, the condition “used”. They all have a size, 
there is a certain number of them and they probably have 
some monetary value, and so on. Even unremarkable 
objects have a lot of data attached to them, but it is different 
types of data. 

The two major categories of data are qualitative and 
quantitative data
• Qualitative data is everything that refers to the quality 

of something. A description of colours, texture and feel 
of an object and a description of experiences are all 
qualitative data. 

• Quantitative data is data that refers to a number. E.g. 
the number of golf balls, the size, the price, a score in a 
game, etc.

Other categories you will most likely encounter are: 
• Categorical data puts the item into a category. In our 

example the condition “used” would be categorical (with 
categories such as “new”, “used” ,”broken”, etc.)

Data is everywhere. Every object has a lot of data attached to it. 

Data is attached to you, too: You have a name (most people have 
given and family names), a date of birth, weight, height, nationality etc. 
All these things are data.

Source: By kallerna (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0], via Wikimedia Commons

• Discrete data is numerical data that has gaps in it. 
E.g. the count of golf balls. There can only be whole 
numbers of golf balls (there is no such thing as 0,3 golf 
balls). Another example is shoe sizes, for instance.

• Continuous data is numerical data with a continuous 
range. E.g. the size of your foot (as opposed to your shoe 
size, which is discrete): In continuous data, all values are 
possible with no gaps in between.
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Structured golf ball data as an example
See the table below – each of the data values is rather 
meaningless by itself. To create information out of data, we 
need to interpret that data. Let’s take the size: A diameter of 
43mm doesn’t tell us much. It is only meaningful when we 
compare it to other things. In sports there are often size 
regulations for equipment. The minimum size for a 
competition golf ball is 42,67mm. This means that we can 
use this golf ball in a competition. Now this data has become 
information. But it still is not knowledge. Knowledge is 
created when the information is learned, applied and 
understood.

By structuring data we will transform data to information to knowledge 
which is the valuable outcome we aim for when working with data.

To create information out of data we need to interpret the data. Each of 
the data values is often rather meaningless by itself.  

This information needs to be defined in a format computers can read 
and transform the different information into knowledge.

Data needs to be structured in a machine readable form
Unstructured data has no fixed underlying structure, e.g. a 
plain sentence: “we have 5 white used golf balls with a 
diameter of 43mm at 50 cents each” might be easy to 
understand for a human, but for a computer this is hard to 
understand. The sentence could easily be changed and it is 
not clear which word refers to what exactly. The above 
sentence is what we call unstructured data. Likewise, PDFs 
and scanned images may contain information which is 
pleasing to the human-eye, as it is laid-out nicely, but they 
are not machine-readable. 

Machine-readable refers to formats from which 
computer programs are easily able to extract data
If you want your computer to process and analyse your data, 
it has to be able to read and process that data. This means it 
needs to be structured and in a machine-readable form. This 
is much simpler for your computer to understand and can be 
read directly by spreadsheet software. Computers can read 
defined information e.g. common formats such as CSV 
(Comma Separated Values) or Excel Files. There are many 
more formats that are structured and machine readable. You 
can find a list here: 
http://opendatahandbook.org/guide/en/appendices/file-
formats

Colour White
Category Sport	- Golf
Condition Used
Diameter 43mm
Price	(per	ball) $0,5	(AUD)

Figure: Cartoon by David Somerville, based on a version by Hugh McLeod.
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Liberate data from existing non-pure sources
You can get hold of more data by asking for ‘new’ data from 
official sources e.g. through Freedom of Information 
requests. Sometimes data is public on a website but there is 
not a download link to get hold of it in bulk – but don’t give 
up! This data can be liberated with what datawranglers call 
scraping.

• Scraping is the process of extracting data in 
machine-readable formats from non-pure data 
sources. E.g.: web pages or PDF documents. Often 
prefixed with the source (web-scraping PDF-scraping).

Collect data yourself - this means gathering data and 
entering it into a database 
Examples of databases are GitHub or datahub or a 
spreadsheet – whether you work alone or collaboratively. 

You can liberate existing data which is in a format that is hard to get 
hold of. You can extract the data in machine-readable formats from 
non-pure data sources e.g. web pages or PDF documents. This is 
called scraping. 

You can also collect data yourself by gathering the data and entering it 
into a database.

Source: Dataproces
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Many sources frequently release data for public use. 
Some examples:
• Government. Datacatalogs.org or http://dataportals.org/

are a good starting point to find out if your country has an 
open data portal. In recent years governments have 
begun to release some of their data to the public. Many 
governments host special (open) government data 
platforms for the data they create. For example the United 
Kingdom (UK) government started data.gov.uk to release 
their datasets. Similar data portals exist in the United 
States, Brazil and Kenya, for example, and in many other 
countries.

• Organisations. Large, multinational, organisations are 
often additional sources of data. The World Bank and the 
World Health Organization, for example, regularly release 
reports and data sets.

• Science. Scientific projects and institutions release data 
to the scientific community and the general public. Open 
data is produced by NASA (National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, United States of America) for 
example, and many specific disciplines have their own 
data repositories, some of which are open. More and 
more initiatives exist that aim to provide access to already 
published data (e.g. Dryad).

Many sources e.g. governments, organisations, scientific projects and 
institutions frequently release data for public use. 

Finding data involves searching for and finding previously released 
data – e.g. via Google search or through Open Data Repositories. 

More knowledge on finding data
To help people to find data, projects like the Open Access 
Directory’s data repository list or the Open Knowledge 
Foundation’s datahub.io have been started. They aim either 
to list or link to data sources, or to collect different data sets 
from various sources. And all of this is available online.

Source: Dataproces
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Handy tip: Find data in the right format using Google
You will save yourself a lot of trouble and time in working 
with the data if you get hold of data in the correct format to 
begin with. Here is a handy tip for how to tell Google which 
format you are looking for.

You can search for CSV (Comma Separated Values) files on 
Google by typing +filetype:cvs in the search bar. Searching  
for “South Africa +filetype:csv” will result in CSV files 
mentioning South Africa. You can try different other file types 
as well, such as: “xls” for excel spread sheets or “pdf”.

You can search for CSV (Comma Separated Values) files on Google 
by typing +filetype:cvs in the search bar. 

Examples of CSV (Comma Separated Values):

• ”quantity”,”colour”,”condition”,”item”,”category”,”diameter
(mm)”,”price per unit 
(AUD)”,”white”,”used”,”ball”,”golf”,43,0.5

• ”quantity”;”colour”;”condition”;”item”;”category”;”diameter
(mm)”;”price per unit 
(AUD)”;”white”;”used”;”ball”,”golf”;43;0.5

Note that words have quotes around them. This 
distinguishes them as text (‘string values’ in computer speak) 
– whereas numbers do not have quotes. It is worth 
mentioning that there are many more formats out there that 
are structured and machine readable, see more here: 
http://opendatahandbook.org/guide/en/appendices/file-
formats


